What is Remote Guarding?

Remote Guarding is a guard replacement solution. It was created to overcome the frustrations with on-site guards. Radius Security’s Remote Guarding solution is proven to:

* Prevent future crime
* Apprehend criminals
* Reduce theft & loss of assets
* Eliminate false alarms
* Avoid production downtime
* Avoid insurance claims
* Provide faster police response
* Allow viewing of site 24/7 on your smartphone

Reduce your security costs by a minimum of 40%

Call now for a free consultation

604-232-2405

“...the level of professionalism is excellent, the service is outstanding... as we grow as a dealer group, we are always going to be adding you...”

-Aly Jiwani - GM OpenRoad BMW Langley

Remote Guarding is the most effective security solution for car dealerships looking to protect their outdoor assets against:

* Vehicle theft
* Vehicle & site vandalism
* Fuel siphoning
* Parts fencing
  (Catalytic converters, tailgates)